High Brights

Norix Furniture’s new High Brights color palette is
available in the Hondo Nuevo® and Forté™ series
of furniture and includes four lively colors that help
facilities humanize environments that have historically
been considered institutional. The palette strays from
the unexciting monochromatic neutrals that have
often been found inside challenging environments in
order to provide visual interest and positive distraction
—and colors can be matched to the personality of
the region where facilities are located.

Lime

Reef

Mango

Orchid

Hondo Nuevo Series
®

The Hondo Nuevo® series combines modern design, ergonomically correct style and comfortable lumbar support
with a beautiful, thick vinyl skin and 3 lb. density polyurethane foam filling. This unique combination of superior
durability, comfort and style is available in several seat, bench and wedge options to create flexible modular indoor
seating arrangements. Molded exterior skin tops are attached with tamper resistant fasteners to your choice of
molded plinth, steel, molded wood grain leg or genuine wood leg base options.

Molded Plinth Base

Steel Base

Wood or Molded
Wood Grain Legs

Smooth, exterior surface is impervious to fluids and highly puncture
resistant, yet easy to clean and sanitize. Fabricated drip edge allows
moisture to run off the chair and not into the base. Hondo Nuevo is
compliant with multiple flammability standards, including CAL TB133,
as well as the rigorous BIFMA 5.4 durability standard for lounge seating.

Forté™ Series
Forté is the designer series of indoor furniture that is fashioned for comfort, flexibility and durability. With a variety of
colors to choose from and an upholstery option for seating, this series is made to humanize intensive-use environments
and includes a lounge chair and guest chair that come with or without arms. These products are engineered and proven
suitable for daily use in demanding environments.

This uniquely suited furniture series
is constructed with premium fully
compounded material for superior
color, fire retardancy and quality
assurance. High-impact polyethylene
with ultraviolet light stabilizers delivers
unparalleled durability capable of
performing in the most challenging
environments.

Forté™ Arm Lounge Chair
Forté™ lounge chair’s ergonomic seat contours provide optimal
support while backs are slightly reclined for comfortable sitting
with or without optional upholstered foam cushioning. Ample
width, proper seat height and intentional arm extension allows
for hand over ankle positioning to provide easy egress. Arm and
armless chairs are available in your choice of steel or wood base
and are engineered with smooth, continuous surfaces for easy
cleaning and rounded edges for safety.

Forté™ Arm Guest Chair
Forté™ designer guest chairs are
fashioned for comfort, flexibility and
durability. Ergonomic contours provide
comfortable support with or without
optional upholstered foam cushioning.
Ample width, proper seat height
and specific arm placement promotes
easy egress. One piece, seamless
construction and premium polymer
provides for easy cleaning and rounded
edges add safety. Ganging and
ballasting capability assures chairs can
be reconfigured as future needs require.

Forté™ Armless Guest Chair
Our guest chairs are made of one-piece rotationally molded
polyethylene and are manufactured with ergonomic contours that
provide comfortable support. These chairs are pitched slightly
forward and allow for comfortable sitting at tables.

At Norix, we design innovative,
robust furniture that meets the
real-world need for humanizing
challenging environments.

www.norix.com/highbrights

800-234-4900

